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Multi-variable iterative tuning of a variable gain controller with

application to a scanning stage system

Marcel Heertjes Tufan Tepe Henk Nijmeijer

Abstract— Toward improved performance of fast and nano-
accurate motion systems an iterative tuning procedure for the
parameters of a variable gain controller is presented. Under
constrained optimization, optimal values for the variable gain
parameters are found by minimizing a quadratic function of the
servo error signals in a representative sampled-data interval. An
effective method for improved performances is demonstrated
on a scanning stage system, using a combined model/data
based approach in obtaining the gradients with respect to the
parameters to be optimized.

I. INTRODUCTION

In industry fast and nano-accurate tracking systems are

found for example in wafer scanners for lithography [10]

and storage drives in consumer electronics [8]. In an attempt

to overcome linear design trade-offs, advanced nonlinear

feedback is used atop a nominal linear control design [1],

[7], [11]. In this context a variable gain controller whose

feedback gains vary according to the occurrence of distur-

bances shows potential in dealing with position dependent

dynamics and disturbances [3].

The variable gain controller essentially has two parame-

ters: a gain and a switching length. The gain is constrained

to assure stable closed-loop dynamics. The switching length

does not influence the closed-loop stability result (hence

its choice is stability invariant) and thus appears strictly

performance driven. It is the aim of this paper to obtain both

controller parameters automatically using an iterative tuning

procedure. For a similar procedure but considering single

parameter optimization, see [4] in which the switching length

is optimized under less stringent stability constraints. For

multi-variable switching control based on iterative feedback

tuning (or IFT) see [6].

In the iterative parameter tuning scheme used in this paper,

the necessary gradients with respect to the parameters to be

optimized are obtained from a model/data-based approach.

Using machine-in-the-loop optimizations [9], this provides

the machine-specific fine tunings needed to further improve

servo performances. Convergence of the scheme is shown

under strict conditions [2], [5]. More specifically, in the

presence of noise and uncertainty an invariant set is found

to which all solutions converge. This follows from Lyapunov

arguments and is confirmed by measurements.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II the

variable gain controller is discussed in the context of motion
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control systems. Section III introduces a lifted system repre-

sentation for the nonlinear closed-loop dynamics. In Section

IV an iterative parameter tuning scheme is discussed for

the optimization of the variable gain and switching length.

Stability is addressed in Section V using Lyapunov analysis

whilst performance is assessed in Section VI by measurement

on a stage system. Section VII recaps the main conclusions

and recommendations of the work.

II. VARIABLE GAIN CONTROL

The aim in variable gain control is to have high-gain

disturbance rejection properties of the closed loop while

keeping a small-gain noise response. Without surpassing

the Bode sensitivity integral, this is achieved by acting on

the non-stationary occurrence of the disturbances through

proportionally switching between high-gain and low-gain

controllers. Since switching to a high-gain controller (hence

inducing improved disturbance rejection properties) only

occurs incidentally, the variable gain controlled system (on

average) keeps a low-gain noise response.

The variable gain controller is used as add-on to a nom-

inal linear feedforward/feedback controller structure. This

is schematically shown in Fig. 1. In the nominal control
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a variable gain control system.

design (the upper part of the figure), P represents a single-

input single-output linear time-invariant plant, Cff represents

a feed-forward controller which aims at approximating in-

verted plant dynamics using acceleration (second derivative)

and snap (fourth derivative) contributions, and Cfb represents

a single-input single-output feedback controller. Motion is

dictated by the reference command r. Subtraction of the plant

output y then gives the servo error signals e. Additionally P
is subjected to disturbances d along with the output of the

variable gain controller u. The latter (see the lower part of the
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TABLE I

MAXIMUM GAIN VALUES FROM CIRCLE CRITERION EVALUATION

axis x y z

Sc 0.66 0.77 0.77

F2Sc 3.60 3.84 5.38

figure) consists of a series connection of weighting filters F1,

variable gains φ(·), and loop-shaping filters F2; see [3] for a

more detailed description regarding the design of these filters.

Here it suffices to state that F1 is often a notch-type filter

used to amplify the main disturbances to be suppressed in

e. Based on the output signal ẽ extra suppression is induced

by the variable gain φ(ẽ):

φ(ẽ) =







0, if |ẽ| ≤ δ,

α −
αδ

|ẽ|
, otherwise,

(1)

which has two parameters: the gain α and the switching

length δ. The variable gain output signal ũ is filtered by the

inverse weighting filter operation F−1

1 as to obtain stability

invariance with respect to the weighting filter design [3]. The

resulting signal uφ is input to a loop shaping filter F2 before

being added to the nominal feedback loop.

The loop shaping filter F2 is designed to guarantee closed-

loop stability of the nonlinear feedback loop using the

following absolute stability argument.

Theorem 1: Consider the strictly proper plant P that is

stabilized by Cfb under uniformly bounded disturbances r

and f . The variable gain controller (in the lower part of

Fig. 1) with stable and proper filters F1 and F2 renders the

closed-loop system stable if

ℜ{S∗

c (jω) = F2(jω)Sc(jω)} ≥ −
1

α
, (2)

with the complementary sensitivity function Sc of the nom-

inal controlled system defined by

Sc(jω) = Cfb(jω)P(jω)S(jω), (3)

and the sensitivity function S defined by

S(jω) =
1

1 + Cfb(jω)P(jω)
. (4)

Proof: The proof stems from the circle criterion.

In (2) the choice for the switching length δ does not influence

the stability result. The switching gain α does influence

stability although its value can be constrained beforehand.

From the lithographic industry, the example of a scanning

stage is adopted: a floating mass that performs a controlled

meandering motion; see [4] for a system description, transfer

functions, and parameter values. For this system the (mea-

sured) complementary sensitivity functions of the nominal

control system Sc(jω) are depicted in the left part of Fig.

2. The scaled complementary sensitivity functions S∗

c (jω)
are depicted in the right part. The maximum gains satisfying

(2) are given in Table I for the x, y, and z axes. Without
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Fig. 2. Nyquist diagram of the variable gain control system used for
closed-loop stability evaluation.

loop shaping filter (F2 = 1) extra gain values for α remain

limited to 70% of the nominal gain. With the considered loop

shaping filter (F2 6= 1) the extra gain can be chosen 5.38

times the nominal gain (z-axis).

Having thus an upper bound on α the question arises how

to tune α and δ as to achieve best servo performances. For

this purpose an extremum seeking optimization approach is

studied which utilizes the so-called lifted representation of

the nonlinear closed-loop dynamics.

III. LIFTED SYSTEM REPRESENTATION

Consider the set of algebraic equations:

ek = −S∗

cF
−1

1 ũk + Sr + Sdk

ẽk = F1ek

ũk = αkϕ(ẽk),

(5)

representing the stable variable gain controlled stage dynam-

ics of Fig. 1 in lifted system description; k represents a

trial (or iteration). The constant matrices S∗

c , F1, and S ∈
R

n×n represent Toeplitz matrices (related to the previously

introduced frequency response functions) of the form

T =











a1 0 . . . 0
a2 a1 . . . 0
...

...
. . .

...

an an−1 . . . a1











, (6)

with a1, a2, . . . , an Markov parameters (a1 being the first

response sample to a unitary impulse). r = [r(1) . . . r(n)]T ∈
R

n are the trial-invariant reference commands and dk =
[d(1) . . . d(n)]T ∈ R

n the trial varying disturbances. The

error signals are given by ek = [e(1) . . . e(n)]T ∈ R
n

and are input (ẽk = [ẽ(1) . . . ẽ(n)]T ∈ R
n) to the variable

gain ϕ(ẽk) ∈ R
n after being filtered by F1. The output

ũk = [ũ(1) . . . ũ(n)]T ∈ R
n is a function of the variable

gain parameters αk and δk. This follows from the definition
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ϕ(ẽk) = ϕ1(ẽk)ẽk + δkϕ2(ẽk) in which

ϕ1(ẽk)[i, i] =

{

0, if |ẽk[i]| < δk,

1, otherwise,

ϕ2(ẽk)[i] =

{

0, if |ẽk[i]| < δk,

−sign(ẽk[i]), otherwise.

(7)

To quantify performance of the control system underlying

(5) the following objective function is considered

Lk = eT
kek, (8)

with ek the k-th time-sampled data vector in a performance

interval of interest. As an example, consider stage mean-

dering motion where full field processing is done by alter-

nately scanning neighboring dies. To account for position-

dependent dynamics and (deterministic) disturbances the to-

be-optimized signal ek is obtained using the concatenated

error signals from five representative scans distributed along

the stage, see Fig. 3. Each scan (solid,black) in y-direction is

-
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Fig. 3. Motion sets in the stage xy-plane, including pre-scans
(dashed,black), scans (solid,black), and optimization intervals (solid,gray).

preceded by two pre-scans (dashed,black) as to simulate re-

alistic motion. Representative data intervals at the beginning

of each scan (solid,gray) are assigned for optimization, thus

giving the performance (or optimization) interval. A proper

choice for the performance interval remains application-

specific and therefore difficult to generalize.

It is the aim of this paper to find the optimal set of variable

gain parameters p̃ that minimizes (8), or

p̃ := arg min
pk

Lk, (9)

with pk = [δk αk]T. Hereto an iterative scheme is considered

for machine-in-the-loop parameter optimization.

IV. ITERATIVE PARAMETER TUNING SCHEME

In finding p̃ consider the iterative parameter tuning scheme

pk+1 = pk − β

(

∂eT
k

∂p

∂ek

∂p

)−1
∂eT

k

∂p
ek, (10)

with convergence rate 0 < β < 1 and gradients

∂ek

∂p
=

[

∂ek

∂δ

∂ek

∂α

]

∈ R
n×2, (11)

with

∂ek

∂δ
= −αkA(ẽk)ϕ2(ẽk) ∈ R

n,

∂ek

∂α
= −A(ẽk)ϕ(ẽk) ∈ R

n.

(12)

Matrix A(ẽk) ∈ R
n×n is given by

A(ẽk) = (I + αkS
∗

cF
−1

1 ϕ1(ẽk)F1)
−1S∗

cF
−1

1 . (13)

The parameter update in (10) is obtained from a model/data-

based approach. In this approach, the linear complementary

sensitivity S∗

c and the controller parts F2 and F1 in (13) are

obtained from models. The nonlinear parts ϕ1(ẽk) ∈ R
n×n

and ϕ2(ẽk) ∈ R
n are constructed from data. On the one

hand the (nonlinear) controller operations are exactly known

and therefore can be accounted for. On the other hand

plant characteristics which are not exactly known are better

off being modelled and given appropriate noise filtering

properties. Convergence of the scheme in (10) applied to

the system in (5) is studied with Lyapunov theory.

V. LYAPUNOV STABILITY

Consider Lk in (8) to be a Lyapunov function candidate

Lk = eT
kek = ‖ek‖

2, (14)

and consider ‖ek‖p the p-norm on ek defined by

‖ek‖
2
p = eT

kPkek, (15)

with ‖Pk‖
2 = λmax(P

T
kPk) ≤ 1 the maximum absolute

eigenvalue of Pk = PT
k,

Pk =
∂ek

∂p

(

∂eT
k

∂p

∂ek

∂p

)−1
∂eT

k

∂p
, (16)

a positive semi-definite matrix for which holds

‖Pkek‖
2 = eT

kP
T
kPkek ≤ eT

kPkek = ‖ek‖
2
p. (17)

From (5) (and using (12) and (13)) it follows that

ek = −A(ẽk)αkδkϕ2(ẽk) + B(ẽk)(r + dk)

=
∂ek

∂p
ETEpk + B(ẽk)(r + dk),

(18)

with E = [1 0] and

B(ẽk) = (I + αkS
∗

cF
−1

1 ϕ1(ẽk)F1)
−1S ∈ R

n×n. (19)

Similarly,

ek+1 =
∂ek+1

∂p
ETEpk+1 + B(ẽk+1)(r + dk+1). (20)

Subtracting (18) from (20) and using (10) then leads to the

following error update law

ek+1 = ek − βPkek + Ok, (21)
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with remainder terms

Ok = B(ẽk+1)(r + dk+1) − B(ẽk)(r + dk)

+ δk+1

(

∂ek+1

∂δ
−

∂ek

∂δ

)

− (αk+1 − αk)
∂ek

∂α
.

(22)

Assume these terms are bounded by uniform bound η,

or limk→∞ sup ‖Ok‖ ≤ η. This is reasonable since the

nonlinear system in Fig.1 is bounded-input bounded-output

stable within the constrained set of α. Substitution of (21)

in the Lyapunov difference Lk+1 −Lk and using (22) gives

Lk+1 − Lk

= (eT
k+1 + eT

k)(ek+1 − ek)

= −2β‖ek‖
2
p + β2‖Pkek‖

2 + OT
kOk + 2OT

k(I − βPk)ek

≤ −β(2 − β)‖ek‖
2
p + η2 + 2(1 + β)η‖Pk‖‖ek‖.

(23)

With

2η(1 + β)‖Pk‖‖ek‖ ≤ ζkη2(1 + β)2 +
1

ζk
‖Pk‖

2‖ek‖
2,

(24)

for any ζk > 0, it follows that

Lk+1 − Lk ≤ − β(1 − β)‖ek‖
2
p − β(1 − ξk)‖ek‖

2
p

+ η2(1 + ζk(1 + β)2),
(25)

with

0 < ξk = ζ−1

k β−1 ‖Pk‖
2‖ek‖

2

‖ek‖2
p

< 1. (26)

For

‖ek‖p ≥ η

√

(1 + ζ(1 + β)2)

β(1 − ξ)
, (27)

with ζ = limk→∞ sup ζk and ξ = limk→∞ sup ξk satisfying

(26) it therefore follows that

Lk+1 − Lk ≤ −β(1 − β)‖ek‖
2
p. (28)

Having a positive definite Lyapunov function candidate with

a negative definite difference (provided that (27) holds) all

solutions converge to an invariant set defined by (27).

Consider again the scanning stage system. Fig. 4 shows

the results of dual-parameter optimization in the scanning

y-direction; the switching gain αk in the left part and

the switching length δk in the right part. For nine sets

40
0

1.3

2.6

3.8

40
0

7

14

iterations kiterations k

α
k

δ k

Fig. 4. Iteration diagram showing convergence of pk = [δk αk]
T under

optimization in the y-direction from nine different sets of initial conditions
α0 ∈ {1.3, 2.6, 3.8}, δ0 ∈ {0, 7, 14} nm; convergence rate β = 0.3; left
plot: mean αk = 3.5 (thick,dashed) and 3σα = 0.39 (dotted); right plot:

mean δk = 3.39 nm (thick,dashed) and 3σδ = 1.32 nm (dotted).

of initial conditions resulting from three initial switching

gains α0 ∈ {1.3, 2.6, 3.8} and three initial switching lengths

δ0 ∈ {0, 7, 14} nm, it can be seen that convergence under

fixed convergence rate β = 0.3 is obtained to an invariant set

denoted by [αk − 3σα, αk + 3σα] and [δk − 3σδ, δk + 3σδ]

for k → 40; αk = 3.5 and δk = 3.39 nm (thick dashed lines)

denote the mean values and σα = 0.13 and σδ = 0.33 nm the

standard deviations, respectively; the thin dotted lines denote

the corresponding 3σ-values. It is clear that the variable gain

controller induces best performance.

The effect of the convergence rate β is depicted in Fig.

5. For three values β ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 1.0} and one set of initial

20
0

1.3

2.6

3.8

20
0

7

14

iterations kiterations k

α
k

δ k

β = 0.1
β = 0.3
β = 1.0

Fig. 5. Iteration diagram showing convergence of pk = [δk αk]
T

under optimization in the y-direction for three different convergence rates
β ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 1.0}; α0 = 3.8, δ0 = 0 nm; left plot: mean αk = 3.5

(thick,dashed) and 3σα = 0.39 (dotted) from Fig. 4; right plot: mean δk

= 3.39 nm (thick,dashed) and 3σδ = 1.32 nm (dotted) from Fig. 4.

conditions with α0 = 3.8 and δ0 = 0 nm, it follows that

convergence improves by increasing β but with the effect

of increased sensitivity to noises. As a result the invariant

set to which all solutions converge tends to increase. This is

clear (in particular for the switching length) by depicting

the previous bounds for the mean and 3σ-values. After

convergence, β = 0.3 satisfies the bounds, β = 0.1 shows

slower convergence but satisfies the bounds more easily, and

β = 1 shows faster convergence but violates the bounds.

VI. PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT ON A

SCANNING STAGE SYSTEM

To assess performance under optimized variable gain con-

trol, the scanning stage system from the previous examples

is adopted. Given the optimized variable gain controller

parameters, time-domain performance is shown in Fig. 6.

For the y-direction, three cases are considered: the low-

gain case with αk = 0, the high-gain case with αk = 3.8
and δk = 0 nm, and the optimized case with αk = 3.5
and δk = 3.39 nm. The upper part of the figure shows

the corresponding time responses under scanning set-point

excitation; the dashed curves show a scaled representation

of the acceleration set-point. It can be seen that prior to

scanning (before the zero acceleration phase) optimization

induces error responses similar to the case of linear high-gain

feedback. These responses are preferred over the responses

associated with the case of low-gain feedback. During scan-

ning both variable-gain and low-gain feedback induce noise

responses that remain inside the switching length. Hence no

additional noise amplification. This is not true for linear high-

gain feedback which reveals an increased noise response.
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direction under optimized values pk = [3.39 3.5]T either unfiltered, Ma-
filtered, or Msd-filtered; similarly the results are shown under linear low-
gain control (pk = [0 0]

T) and linear high-gain control (pk = [0 3.8]T);
dashed curves represent the scaled acceleration set-point profile.

The above-mentioned trade-offs become more pronounced

by filtering. Two filter operations are of special interest: the

moving average filter operation, a low-pass filter used to

quantify machine overlay:

Ma(ey[i]) =
1

Tp

i+Tp/2−1
∑

j=i−Tp/2

ey[j], ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, (29)

with Tp = 44 a process time constant expressed in an even

number of time samples, and the moving standard deviation

filter operation, a high-pass filter used to quantify imaging:

Msd(ey[i]) =

√

√

√

√

√

1

Tp

i+Tp/2−1
∑

j=i−Tp/2

(ey[j] −Ma(ey[j]))2. (30)

In terms of Ma-filtering, Fig. 6 shows that during the

non-zero acceleration intervals large responses as occurring

under low-gain feedback are avoided by either high-gain or

optimized variable gain control. This also holds true under

Msd-filtering. During scanning in the zero acceleration

interval, it can be seen that low-gain feedback outperforms

high-gain feedback in keeping a low-gain noise response.

The optimized set of variable gain control parameters now

induces a response similar to low-gain feedback and thereby

combines the best of both linear control systems.

This effect also follows from the cumulative power spec-

tral density analysis in Fig. 7. For the unfiltered time-series

of Fig. 6, this figure shows that the optimized variable gain

controller induces low-frequency disturbance rejection prop-

erties similar to high-gain feedback but with an improved

high-frequency noise response related to low-gain feedback.

VII. DISCUSSION

Multi-variable iterative tuning of a variable gain controller

gives access to improved performance which is demon-

strated on a scanning stage system. The gradients needed

in the parameter update law are obtained from a combined

10 100 1000 2500
0

25

frequency in Hz

cp
sd

e y
in

n
m

linear low gain
linear high gain
optimal variable gain

Fig. 7. Cumulative power spectral density analysis of the scanning
performances in y-direction under optimized values pk = [3.39 3.5]T;
similarly the results are shown under linear low-gain control (pk = [0 0]

T)
and linear high-gain control (pk = [0 3.8]T).

model/data-based approach. The data part has the advantage

of controlling actual performances whereas the model part

adds the necessary noise filtering. In the presence of noise

and model uncertainty the solutions of the iterative parameter

tuning scheme converge to an invariant set rather than an

optimized value. The size of the invariant set can be reduced

by lowering the convergence rate. This however comes at

the price of an increased number of iterations which is

undesired in practice and which hints toward using a variable

convergence rate. Also, since the variable gain operation

acts as a generator of higher harmonics (noises), a natural

extension to the objective function would involve the addition

of the variable gain output.
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